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GENERAL QUALITY

I liked the approach used in this manuscript but wondered why they did not include slope / aspect criteria in their cluster inputs (big effects in the wester US in arid, boreal, and arctic systems which are ecologically known and accepted. I would be surprised if this was not also true of Australian rangelands). I particularly liked the diligence and innovative summarization of results (pg 8). I found that the Acronyms were numerous and wondered if this journal did a list of acronym section that would have aided the reader? Two prominent things stick out to me: 1) lack of familiarity with the literature and 2) major miss-numbering issues with Figures (assumedly) 6 and 7 (pg s 34 & 35).

SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS

1. There is currently no other method available, LNS was used” pg 3 ln 6. 1) Literature: Prominent articles that I am aware of focused on isolating management are included below. I was surprised the authors only found one or 2 of these. They do cite Wessels et al 2007 & 2008 (pg 2) which seem to me to be a viable and comparable approach):
   a. Western US Rangelands
   b. Boreal forests


Pg 4 In 8-9: It seems that the nearest neighbor approach would merely retain the blockiness of the 5 k x 5 k data. Why not use an interpolation to smooth 5k 5k pixel boundaries? Say cubic or bilinear interpolation? Why not include slope and aspect? Known ecological difference occur related to certain conditions (south vs north aspect with moderate to steep slopes) in many ecosystems, particularly temperature limited (Arctic and Boreal) and moisture limited ones. In the northern hemisphere you would be showing all southern aspects as degraded when they are just drier because of higher transpiration demands from higher temperatures than north facing slopes. The same would be true for southern hemisphere, only with north slopes being drier.

Pg 7 In 15: it would be interesting to field check these all year reference sites.

Pg 11 In 1: Convection thunderstorm precipitation is HARD to map accurately. Often in remote areas with few weather stations, gridded precipitation can be unreliable when distant from a weather station.

Pg 11 In 17: “largest spatial variations” Think of ecological tendencies for larger means to have larger variances. What if you use CV (coefficient of variation)?

TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS

The miss-numbered figures 6 and 7 seemed out of place in an otherwise very thought-ful paper.

Pg4 In 36: Why not see if the 2 difference clusters/land groupings are consistent spa-tially? “mean square variance of their maximum NPP” was confusing. Re-word? I was confused if you only had one max value per LCC how you could get a variance of, that but later it became clear that you were looking a the variance of max-each pixel in the LCC. One statistical buddy told me that maximized variables have weird statisti-cal properties and should be avoided (you also mention the maximum is susceptible to selecting “outliers”). We have used mean values from the upper quartile to avoid such issues. I see later (Fig3) you use 85 percentile. Why did you choose to use the maximum for the difference in clusters vs land grouping? I think it is “OK” but if you apply this elsewhere I would consider changing this.

Pg 5 In 27-28: Why not downscale 250 m to 1km, run the regression at 1km (ndvi vs npp)? At least then you are comparing apples to apples. . . 250m variation is going to just be different than 1 km variation.

Pg 6 In 4: “reference pixels” Glad to see acknowledgement of the limitations but I do not think the readers understand where the reference pixels come from because Fig 3 has not been presented. I was confused at this point before Fig 3 was introduced.
Pg 7 Ln 1-7: In the US, the BLM (major federal land management agency for western arid rangelands) has locked in as percent bare ground as a good indicator of range condition. Are there any estimates of this you could use? I know there is a soil property mapping effort/research going on in Australia (Henderson et al. 2005, Geoderma 124:383-398) or continuous land cover (http://landcover.usgs.gov/pdf/canopy_density.pdf; http://glcf.umd.edu/data/treecover/) which could be used? Maybe remote sensing vegetation indices? I am concerned that by not including slope and aspect in your LCC determination that you may be incorrectly identifying drier north slopes as degraded. I guess your soil erodibility data is OK but soil texture differences could be a major driver in those determinations, not management.

Pg 7 Ln 24: “but between-LCC” Fig 4 miss labeled or text is wrong. Fig 4b has these statistics but was labeled “within LCC”. I think the association with rain does not add much, particularly to assess the 2 clustering approaches. Why not plot variance vs your maximum NPP or reference NPP or mean cluster NPP? I think you are just using precipitation as proxy for productivity here. Higher variances with higher means is a common phenomenon in ecological data, thus often the coefficient of variance is used.

Pg 9 Ln 16: I like your quantification of degradation in units of NPP.

Pg 9 Ln 10: Fig 5f: I think I see possible difference associated with slope / aspect differences.